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ABSTRACT 

1'/e,!w amwer CflW.>tions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the applic.ation forms if need,~d. If possibh·, 
,lllSWPrs to Jll qtwstions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a SPparatc page, 
each answer must be JHPC<>ded by tlw qtwstion to which it responds, and the length of mch answer should b1~ limit~!<! to the ;m~J provickd 
on the origin;d form. 

Pro·ect Narm~ 

Addwss 3 IDD - !:?, 1 City/State/ZIP ~+ L 6 ut..e) rid 

1. Civ<~ ,1 brid overviPw of the project, including rmjor project goals. 

This project is the catalyst of an urban redevelopment plan for the Midtown Area of St. 
Louis, Missouri. Formally known as Dink's Parrish Laundry, the Morgan Linen 
building's restoration is key to the success ofthe overall urban development plan for 
Midtown. The goal was to bring the abandoned building back to its glory. Collaboration 
with the City of St. Louis with Tax Incremental Financing along with Brownfield monies, 
historic tax credit funding and a significant amount of faith by the owners and the 
neighborhood has brought that dream to fruition. Located next to Harris Stowe 
University and St. Louis University, the goal was to provide an environment where 
students and area residents can live, learn, laugh and play yet be reminded of the 
historical significance that the building represents to the area. The Morgan Linen Project 
has created the excitement in the neighborhood that the developer's had hoped for and 
has provided inspiration to others considering development in the Midtown area. 

2. Why docs the projf~ct merit the Rudy Bruner Award fur Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consid,~r such iactors <1s: df,~ct on th,. 
urban environnlPnt; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and cr,~ative approach!~ to mll;m 
isstl<~s; dPsign quality.) 

Recently named the "Best Old Building" in the Riverfront Times- Best of St. Louis 2006 
publication dated September 28, 2006; this project exemplifies the essence of the Rudy 
Bruner Award qualifications- "celebrating richness and diversity of the urban 
experience". Who would have expected an old abandoned laundry facility to be 
refurbished into loft apartments, a jazz club, a coffee house, a stir-fry restaurant? 
Founders of the laundry would never have dreamed that the building once stacked with 
dirty linens would some day be bustling with the activities of college students and new 
residents moving back into the city. This project truly does transcend the boundaries 
between architecture, urban design and planning. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Please answer <tuestions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if ne!~ded. If possibl!~. 
anSW!~rs to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate paw!. 
!!<H:h answPr must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on thP origiml for111. 

1. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, signifir..anttrade-offs were required to implement the project? 

This project's underlying value is that the development itself is the staple for the 
neighborhood. The project provides services that support the surrounding neighborhood. 
Because of the success of the renovation project, other development is underway and 
there is an excitement in the neighborhood and the City of St. Louis regarding Midtown's 
renewal. 

Trade-offs were made in order to successfully complete this project. Due to the project's 
magnitude, it was necessary to utilize every possible funding source in order to make the 
project viable. Thus historic tax credit funding, TIF funding, and Brownfields were 
needed to complete the project. Because the developers had no previous experience 
utilizing these incentives, a great deal oftime, carrying costs and legal fees were incurred 
to successfully secure these funding incentives. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant information on urban context. 

Within one mile of the project, 40,000 people occupy the neighborhood. Up until the 
Morgan Linen Development, there were no rental lofts and few venues available to 
support the community. This development is the catalyst for several additional retail 
venues. With the Morgan Linen Project as the anchor, this area of Midtown is now 
becoming a quasi campus town for Harris Stowe University and Saint Louis University. 



\ 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) 

Acquisition of the property- June, 2004; Market analysis and design development
June, 2004- February, 2005; TIF, Brownfield and Historic Tax Credit applications and 
approvals - August, 2005; general construction - August, 2005 - September 2006; 
tenants occupying facility December 2005- present; Historic Tax Credit Cost 
Certification & TIF substantial completion in process . 

CAPITAL COSTS 

BUDGET ITEM 

CONSTRUCTION 
Rehabilitation 
New Construction 
Parking and Landscaping 
General Requirements 
Overhead and Profit 

TOTAL CONStRUCTION 
Tenant Improvements 
Environmental Remediation 
Contingency 

S/IBTOTAL 

PROFESSIONAL FEES 
Architect Design 
Engineer 
Survey 
Environmental Consultant 
Appraisal and Market Studies 
TIF Fees 
Project Management 

SUBTOTAL 

. .. :::·:: ::: :·· ··· ...... ··::;: -.:::::: :.-:· .. ·· .. 

TOTAL 
FINANCING FEES 

AMOUNT 
Construction Interest 
Construction Period Insurance 
Construction Period Taxes 

2,831,288 
Construction Loan fee 
Title/ Recording Fees 

0 Disbursement Fee 
68,566 Pre-closing 
73,253 

SUBTOTAL 
259,000 

3,232.107 LEGAL & ORGANIZATIONAL 
148,697 Legal Fees 
110,903 Accounting/ Cost Certification 
50,000 

Marketing 
3,541. 707 

Real Estate Commission 
S/JBJOJ'AL 

64,000 Acquisition 
14,760 
2,270 

Developer Fee 
25,858 

0 
57,748 TOTAL Development Cost 

234,474 
399.110 

442,147 
61,500 
51,141 
37,520 
12,712 
14,224 
6,352 

625.596 

64,077 
28,601 
11,742 
75,000 

179,-120 

1.101.15-1 

9-10,000 
20% 949.167 

$6,786,987 

This project is unique because it has the most architecturally significant facade of any 
building in St. Louis based on frontage road expansion data and fayade replacement 
negotiations with the City of St. Louis. Preservation efforts are much more time 
consuming, costly and more difficult than building a new building on an empty lot. Many 
of the struggles encountered along the way, may make some quit in the middle of the 
project and simply walk away. But if you can endure these struggles, the final product is 
one that is beyond compare. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

-• Plc<Jst~ <Jnswer qtH~stions in sp<~ce provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to <~II questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separalr' 
page, each <Jnswer must be preceded by thP question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the ;mea pro
vided on the original form. 
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lhis shf!d is to be filled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood isswes. 

Name Ma..<y lh.o.o-\ K~ . 

1. 1-fnw did you, or he or ani;;r<Jtion you represent, become involw~d in this project? What role did you play? 

Due to the development work and vision of the maverick developers in Midtown, my husband and I 
decided to relocate our design firm to the area. Since our relocation, our business has flourished. 
We feel that the Morgan Linen Project is an integral component to the successful development of the 
Midtown area. There is a renewed sense of pride in the area and an excitement that stems from 
watching old, down trodden buildings brought back to their glory and magnitude. When customers 
visit our business, they are amazed at the transition. Most say they can't believe this is the same 
neighborhood; a neighborhood that a few years ago they would not have visited after dark. Toky 
Branding and Design has assisted the developers of the Morgan Linen Project with their design and 
branding needs and will continue to work with them in their urban redevelopment efforts . 

. 'r:Jill 1i1c community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project( 

Our decision to purchase and renovate a building in Midtown for our branding and design 
company was greatly impacted by the Morgan Linen Project. The developers of the 
project had a vision for the neighborhood. They weren't just concerned with their own 
development project. They wanted to redevelop the area and they were committed to that 
end. Our "leap of faith" was that they would be true to their mission and that we would 
not be left with a renovated building in a neighborhood that could not be saved. Other 
business owners and community members took that "leap" with us and we are now 
secure in our knowledge that we made a great decision to locate in Midtown. 

•~. \'.'i1at tr;JCle-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
111<1 king lh<~m? 

Due to the enormity of the Morgan Linen Project, neighboring businesses had to endure 
construction noise, dirt, road obstruction and parking displacement while the facility was 
under construction. This inconvenience was well accepted by all neighbors as they 
acknowledged that this was the price to pay for progress in our neighborhood. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (coNT'Di 

. =·:·.-.·:· 

As stated previously, this project has brought numerous restaurant and entertainment 
opportunities to those living and working in Midtown. The Morgan Linen Building's 
beauty is now used as a marketing tool to draw people and developers to the 
neighborhood. Individuals of all ages appreciate the beauty and functionality of the 

facility. 

As a neighbor within the community, my expectations of the project were more than met. 
We are thrilled to look out of our front windows and see this majestic building in its 
refurbished grandeur. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on thf~ original form. 

!his sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency(ies) who were directly involved in the financing, design review, or 
public approvals that affected this project. 

Namf' 0\ ·, c.hc.._-Q.. \ \'Y\.c.. M ·, \ lc... ""'- Title 

Organization Q ; +-7, 6 ~ ~+ Lo LJ .L..S Telephone ( .2. 1«../ ) La 5 cl._,- \ q C, 2..., 

City/State/ZIP ~+ Loul.5 . (Y)C) Lo 3 /0~ 

Fax 
1 hf' undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available f r reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applic.ant has full power and authority to submit the 
applica · d all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

~ 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

My office was instrumental in facilitating the Tax Incremental Financing needed for the 
project. In addition my office was also able to allocate funds for complete sidewalk and 
treewell replacement that will now allow the new restaurant venues to take advantage of 
outdoor seating. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project? How 
did your ag,ncy participate in making them? 

T~is project as pl~ed has catapulted additional development of a large portion of 
~Idtown St. L?ms that has been suppressed for several years. This project became an 
Icon for the neighborhood and offers both retail and housing opportunities that were 
:nissi~g in this portion of the city. My office was able assist the developer with the 
mcent1ves needed to see the project to completion. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (coNro) 

This project impacts the city on several levels: First the project adds additional housing 
that assists in changing the trend in the decreasing population counts for the city. 
Second, due to the retail nature the project is adding a substantial amount of jobs that 
increase the tax base for the city. 

··:·:·: :: .. ···. :·.-.. ··-... ··::·:: ... ··:.:. ::-: :·::· .. -: ·=·-· ... 

Only through both public based incentives and private investment dollars was this project 
redeveloped. Our offices see both the long term and short term benefits to projects of this 
magnitude and are willing to forego immediate tax increase benefits for more long term 

• success. This model of foresight has been extremely successful in my ward and can be 
used as a model for other proposed redevelopment areas. 

. . · .. ::: .·.·.: ·.·· ... :_.·:·:.: <_::-·.·,· . 

In my experience the most successful aspect of the project is the developer taking the risk 
in bringing retail venues to a neighborhood that in several way might not be ready but if 
not included could completely change the dynamic of the neighborhood. Other than 
naturally more risky for the developer retail lease-up general takes much longer than any 
other venue which equates to empty storefronts. 



DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 

Pl~ase answer qu~stions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
<1nswers to all qu~stions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
rage, ~ach answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limit~d to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which 
did. 

N<1111e ~ 'Stt\ (\.} le\[ LLc...d::. 
LLL 

City/State/ZIP ~-+ leu~, Mo L£>3103 

fax ('!JIL/ ) W 5 ~- D ?3o~ E-mail ~a I'\ Q td.c... \ \c:. Y\cl 
Th~ undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attach aterials and to grant these right 

1. What role did you or your organiza · n play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. 

The Morgan Linen LLC was initiated by the four original investors being: Joseph 
Hartman, Robert Beckermann, Mark Wegmann and R. Stanley Clark. Upon an initial 
cash commitment from each partner, the building was purchased. Scheduled meetings 
were held by the partners in order to make decisions regarding design, construction and 
financial matters. Being the partner with 35 years of construction experience, I was 
asked to work closely with the general contractor to oversee the project. 

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? 

Because we were working with an old building, unforeseen problems arose such as 
hidden deteriorated wood, sloping floors and the need to relocate exterior sewer lines 
from the building. The additional expenditures incurred were a trade-off in salvaging a 

i historical building as opposed to new construction. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

I 
I 
I Funding incentives such as Tax Incremental Financing, Brownfield funding and Historic 
I Tax Credit funds were acquired along with investor's cash and conventional bank 
I financing. 
I 
I 



0[V[L0P[R P[R~P[CTIVE 
···. -::: .. ·. ::::: ··-· -:: :.··:': ·.·· ··:.·::··:.··· ... .. :· .. ··.·: 

Unlike any of the previous projects I have worked with, the Morgan Linen Project serves 
as the initial anchor for the Midtown Development Project. The refurbished facility 
houses ten residential lofts and five commercial bay areas. This was the maiden voyage 
for this group of partners. None of us had ever worked on a project of this magnitude 
before and I am the only one in the group with a construction background. The economic 
impact of the project is huge. The Loft Jazz Club, being the first venue to open in the 
Morgan Linen Building, has experienced enormous success sin,ce opening and has 
already expanded their operation to accommodate the demand.' 

Other developers could learn from our experience in taking advantage of various 
financial incentives offered to make our project viable. We have also gained knowledge 
on how to better streamline the whole process by having the right players at the table 
such as accountants, bankers, attorneys, consultants, etc. 

:.-·::.: ·.-:=- ·.· ... ·:·;· .. :-=. 

The most successful aspect of the project is that a historic piece of history has been 
restored back to its original state. The least successful aspect of the project was the 
elongated timeframe required to complete the project thus ensuing additional costs to the 
partners. 



PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE 

Plt.~ase answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of e.ach answer should be limited to the area pro
vided on the original form. 

I his sheet is to be filled out by a professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, legal, or other ser
vices. Copies lllilY be given to other professionals if desired. 

Titl~v-e...\o 

The undersigned grilnts the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or e available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application a ached materials nd to grant these rights and permissions. 

Renaissance Development Associates was utilized as the development consultant on this 
project acting on behalf of the partners to facilitate everything from acquisition, due 
diligence, architecture, tax credit, incentive, lending, through lease up ofboth the 
residential and commercial components of the redevelopment project. 

3. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

As a city wide developer this particular project in the Midtown neighborhood has been 
one of the most interesting due to the impact it has had on the community not only due to 
the long awaited restoration of one St. Louis most neglected yet majestic facades, but due 
to the mixture of life that was breathed into an otherwise abandoned laundry_ The vision 
and energy that was poured into the project radiates through the excitement of the people 
living, working, and playing in and around the building. 

3i03 



PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE (coNro) 

... : ·:·- ... > .. ;; · •. ':· : . ~- •· ... 

One of the most interesting aspects of the project was overcoming some of the obstacles 
not met by the previous veteran developer/ owner of the project. We really had to look 
outside of the box when working on both the scope and vision for the project; dilapidated, 
full of laundry equipment of a previous life, and non-descript later additions that lacked 
the ability to receive tax credits made the project much more difficult than others before. 
Through neighborhood input, award winning architectural collaboration, and forced 
incentive education, the final product's impact on the community became well worth the 
aggravation. The information and processes now refined by this successful collaboration 
could be of great assistance for other developers in the same situation and may help 
enlighten those who can't see the vision. 

.. . . . : : . :·· :_:: :::··. -::-: > ... : 

In my opinion the most successful aspect of this project was defined at the inception of 
the project through our determination to redevelop the existing building and site instead 
of demolition and new construction. We believe it is crucial in urban development to 
keep as much of the existing building stock as possible with a focus on density and mixed 
use occupancy to keep the project alive both day and night. From the development 
standpoint we could not be more happy with the project and could have only hoped for 
some precedent to work off of. 



ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE 

Pk~as~~ answer questions in span~ provided. Applic.ants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. li possible, 
answ(~rs to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a sPparate 
page, c·!,1ch answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the awa pro
vidc!d on the original iorm. 

1 his slwf~t is to be' filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other ser
vices. Copies may Lw given to oth~~r design professionals if desired. 

Name Va...u r t"e nd \.Q..' Title v( ,· nc. ~ f I...Q.., 

Organi1ation 'f-eV\d \~S o..x~ f.\'Ssac.;c...J-e_s Telephone { 3 fl.{) LoLo4- l-:Jd-.5 

AddressSd6) ~c.._f,f,·.5or-. Auav'\u-e_ City/State/ZIP Sf- Loud, 010 Lo3JIO 

lax (314 t..d.at.f- 2fr2.:S E-mail~u/6l ~end le.l~·dd. c_cYYL 

The undersigrH'd grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or male avarlable tor reproductron or use by others, for 
,1ny purpose whatsoever, the materials submitte . e applicant warrants that the applkant has full power and authority to submit the 

· 1d to gra lt hesc~ rights and permissions. 

1. Dcscribf~ the design corm·!pt of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc:. 

Due to the use of the historic tax credits, all exterior details and finishes of the building 
had to be restored back to their original state. Architectural modifications to later 
additions to the original structure emulate characteristics off of the facade of the historic 
portion but in a modern and more playful manner. Interior finishes play homage to the 
industrial nature of the linen industry in all aspects including stained concrete floors, 
tread plate trim, breadboard ceilings, exposed brick walls, etc. 

2 .Dc~crilw the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The mixed use attributes of the building promote constant interaction both internally and 
with the adjacent community provoking constant activity within the structure. 



ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (coNT'D) 

Due to the fact that the project is a renovation, designing marketable retail spaces within 
the confines of existing floor plates and meeting handicapped accessibility and egress 
code requirements was extremely difficult. In the residential area, large commercial floor 
plates were difficult to deal with when taking into consideration light distribution within 
each unit. 

... · .. :·::.·::: .··. '·: 

The building is situated on the lot stretching from lot line to lot line and meets the 
sidewalk along its frontage. All off street parking is located behind the structure. The 
one- two story height of the building relates to the pedestrian level of the neighborhood. 




